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Impact and Lessons Learned
This is an abbreviated
version of the talk that will
(hopefully) be presented at
PEARC20 (assuming paper
was accepted)
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Extended Collaborative Support Services (ECSS)
The Extended Collaborative Support Service improves the productivity of the XSEDE
user community through successful, meaningful collaborations to optimize their
applications, improve their work and data flows, and increase their effective use of
the XSEDE digital infrastructure and broadly expands the XSEDE user base by
engaging members of underrepresented communities and domain areas
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Impact (start of record keeping in parentheses)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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184 ECSS projects (September 2016)
80 ECSS Symposia (Nov 2011)
2,098 Symposium attendees (July 2014)
37 Campus Champion Fellows (August 2012)
2,237 Adaptive reviews (December 2014)
841 Educational proposals reviewed (July 2014)
190 NIP engagements (September 2016)
391 Training Events (July 2011)

Lesson 1: Start with a work plan
A well thought out work
plan ensures that ECSS
experts address the
correct problems and
avoids mission creep
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Lesson 2: End with a PI interview
The PI exit interview is
an opportunity to collect
valuable feedback and
determine effectiveness
of ECSS. Also allows
closure for the project.
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Lesson 3: Projects must be true collaborations
• The ECSS projects are most effective when they are true collaborations between
the PI’s lab and the ECSS experts
• Only the PI’s team has the necessary expertise to set priorities, provide
appropriate test problems and data sets, answer questions about reproducibility
(e.g. for floating point codes, how close is good enough)
• Ultimate goal of any collaboration is knowledge transfer, which is impossible if
the PI’s team is not engaged.
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Lesson 4: Establish a critical mass of ECSS staff
• ECSS is mandated to work with XSEDE users
from all research domains
• At any given time, the XSEDE service
providers deploy systems spanning multiple
generations of CPUs, GPUs, networks and
storage systems in addition to novel
resources such as the Jetstream cloud
resource
• Given the broad scope, ECSS can achieve
it’s mission only by having a large pool of
talent to draw upon
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Lesson 5 & 6: Rigorous project management is essential,
Modern project management tools increase productivity
Given the scope of ECSS
(full projects, short term
engagements, training,
mentoring, etc.) and
large number of staff,
rigorous project
management is essential
to keep things
functioning smoothly
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Lesson 7: Involve ECSS in allocations process
• ECSS provides a service to XSEDE by reviewing a subset of the allocations
proposals submitted each quarter (recall that ECSS has completed > 2,000
reviews to date)
• Staff are ideally suited to identifying projects that can benefit from engagement
with ECSS
• Staff can improve the allocations process and have recently developed training
materials to help XSEDE PIs write better proposals
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Lesson 8: Look for feedback from without and within
A significant risk for
any project is that the
participants may
become so invested
in the project or work
so closely together
that they fail to see
what is obvious to
outside observers
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Lesson 9: Collaborate with organization facing similar
challenges
ECSS is not alone in facing
challenges associated with
knowledge transfer,
scalability, mission creep,
project management and
supporting a broad
community of users.
Working with others gives
us the chance to see how
they deal with issues
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Lesson 10: Prioritize knowledge capture and dissemination
Knowledge lost can
be gone forever.
Make a concerted
effort to capture
through technical
reports, symposia
and other channels
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Lesson 11: It’s easy to fall behind
• Cyberinfrastructure was never easy, but in one sense it was easier 25 years ago
since there was a more limited set of things you had to know. Could get by with
knowledge of C, Fortran and MPI.
• There has since been an explosion of languages, libraries, accelerators, modes of
computing, containerization, virtualization, etc.
• Providing staff with training and educational opportunities is essential along
with hiring staff who bring new knowledge and perspective.
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